Resourcefulness in Times of Trouble
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Going up and down steps

within rotation

When you respect every nuance
of well being, you allow the
comfort of your spine and not
the structure of the surroundings
to determine the design of your
moyement.
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A critical moment for the lumbar hip area, when going up stairs,
occurs when you raise your foot to carry the weight of the leg in
the air while lifting it to the next step.
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Another critical moment for the lower back is when the foot behind
needs to become a reliable axis for leverage. Each one of the joints
on that side of the body is then required to sustain the sharp,
increased pressure/ and that immediately reveals any weak point.
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When you are willing to relate to the four winds of heaven as open
space for your movement, and do not perceive yourself locked into
your old frontal orbit, you can turn both your total self and your knees
to one side, an echo of the undulation of primal swimming. This way
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The diagonal makes a significant difference when
going up stairs. Try going up stairs by turning your
front from the stair-line by 45 degrees. This angle,
approximately, serves to bypass the difficulty inherent in frontal climbing. Your vertebrae, in the diagonal mode, can enjoy a gradual and varied twisting
game/ instead of a sharp emphasis always on the
same spot.
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The principle of the diagonal can be of help to you

in many varied situations. While standing you can
achieve the rotation of the pelvis to the spine by
bending one knee. You can facilitate prolonged
standing by placing one foot on a raised stool. You
can ease your back when lying on your stomach by
dragging one knee along the surface of the bed closer to the pelvis, in a creeping motion. Work in the
garden can be less exhausting to the back if you
carry it out kneeling on one knee. lt is possible to
do all kinds of jobs in the kneeling position-even
vacuum cleaning.
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The tendency toward the spiral on
stairs
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